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  The water industry is under enormous pressure to provide potable water in 
circumstances of increasing demands due to population growth, lifestyle change of 
people and depleting freshwater resources. Deteriorating infrastructure makes the task of 
meeting the human water consumption needs even more challenging. Distributed water 
supply systems are currently pursued as a sustainable alternative in arid regions of US to 
exploit the potential of water reclamation at community or district level to reduce the 
dependence on freshwater resources. An extension of such a distributed water supply 
alternative is a complete decentralized supply, which requires on-site water reclamation.  
  The intention of this thesis is to study the reliability improvement when on-
site water reclamation systems are installed to complement the existing water supply 
systems in order to reduce the reliance on freshwater sources. This thesis presents the 
development of a computational reliability model based on a previously proposed 
theoretical framework that can be applied to both centralized and decentralized supply 
scenarios for performance evaluation. The comparative reliability model is demonstrated 
on a benchmark network that consists of 23 nodes, 31 pipes and 9 loops.  
  The research is carried out in two stages. The first stage is designing the 
chosen benchmark network to resemble a 50-year old one. The second stage is 
developing the reliability model to assess the reliability of centralized and decentralized 
supply scenarios using the same benchmark network as the system skeleton. The model 
used to evaluate reliability is an integration of a computational algorithm with the 
EPANET through EPANET toolkit. The results revealed that the scenario where on-site 
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greywater reuse systems supplement  existing water supply systems  has greater supply 
reliability of up to 17% when compared with the business as-usual scenario. The 
reliability analysis presented in this thesis is based on few assumed parameters and a 
sensitivity analysis is conducted to understand their influence on the research output. 
Sensitivity analysis revealed that the improvement in reliability decreased with increase 
in age of the system (t) and failure growth rate (A), whereas it increased with increase in 
maximum usable reclaimed water (α), efficiency of treatment plant (γ) and the roughness 
coefficient (K). Overall, the results encourage the adoption of on-site greywater reuse 
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  Water plays an essential role for the well-being of individuals, communities 
and is crucial for economic survivability. It is used for many purposes that include 
industrial cooling, transportation, human consumption and irrigation needs. Around 
70.9% of the earth’s surface is covered with water out of which 97% is present in oceans 
in the form of salt water. Only 3% of the water available on the earth is in the form of 
fresh water out of which over two thirds is locked in glaciers and polar icecaps (Gleick, 
1993). The remaining freshwater is available as surface water and is distributed all 
around the earth in the form of ponds, lakes and rivers. Increase in temperatures around 
the world have led to many problems such as melting of icecaps which alter the patterns 
of water flowing around the globe, increase in evaporation of surface water, an alteration 
in both the intensity and frequency of precipitation, and increase in the salinity of 
freshwater sources that are in close proximity to the sea levels. Therefore, warmer 
temperatures due to climate change are causing imbalances in the water cycle resulting in 
shrinking of water supply sources (Karl et al., 2009). 
  In addition to the impacts of climate change, human actions also make it 
difficult to maintain the balance in water supply and demand. The U.S. population is 
currently around 300 million and it is estimated to grow by 50% in the next 20 years 
(Kittel et al., 1997) and a majority of this growth will be seen in urban areas. With the 
urbanization and the lifestyles adopted by people, the consumption of water has 
increased. This also leads to growth in metropolitan areas which causes change in the 
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land use patterns that may lead to an increase in deforestation leading to the modification 
of vegetation and soil cover. This growth has a significant effect in the increase of air 
temperature and variability of precipitation that is associated with global warming (Kittel 
et al., 1997). The combination of both climate change impacts and human actions are 
likely to increase the stress on water resources in the United States leading to water 
scarcity. 
  Unlike ancient times the urban areas in the 21st century have created a 
scattered growth of human settlements around the world. To satisfy the human demands, 
water needs to be transported from the water bodies or storage tanks or reservoirs. There 
is a necessity to store water because water sources are farther from the points of 
consumption and water present in these sources is not readily consumable. Before water 
is transported to its end user, it undergoes treatment and the level of treatment varies 
depending on type of usage. The treatment, storage and distribution of water to the 
consumers is a continuous process that involves a lot of infrastructure. This infrastructure 
that is used to distribute water upon sufficient treatment is often referred to as the water 
distribution network (WDN). WDNs consist of pipes, storage reservoirs, valves and 
pumps.  
  In the distribution network, pipes play a vital role in transporting water from 
the source to the consumer and they are accountable for a major part of the network’s 
expenditure (Mohan and Jinesh, 2009). To meet the growing demands, the infrastructure 
gets revamped and expanded from time to time subjected to funding availability with 
local and state agencies. According to Kirmeyer et al. (1994), the length of the pipelines 
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in the United States is around 880,000 miles; due to the growth of population, every year 
13,200 miles of network is extended and the cost for replacement is approximately $348 
billion (Kirmeyer et al., 1994). In the year 2009, the U.S.  Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) projected an investment of around $335 billion for 20 years to repair the 
existing drinking water network (EPA, 2009). As shown in Figure 1-1, a majority of this 
investment is needed for infrastructure that distributes drinking water to the consumer. 
This brings up a prime concern of how a WDN will perform if there is a failure in the 
components of the distribution infrastructure. Hence, it is important to assess the 
performance of the WDN during a failure. One such indicator of the performance of a 
WDN under both normal operating and failure conditions is reliability (Karaa and Marks, 
1990). Infrastructure being the most critical for supply of water to the consumers and 
being vulnerable to failures increases the need to assess and look for other alternatives to 
improve the performance of the infrastructure.  
 




  The existing WDNs, termed in this research as “centralized” supply systems, 
can be described as a system where water is collected from a freshwater source, treated to 
drinking water standards at a centralized treatment facility, and then distributed to end 
consumers in a centralized form through large pipeline networks. The used water is then 
transported through the sewage system to a wastewater treatment plant. The wastewater 
is then treated to a quality that is permissible for disposal in the environment. A 
schematic shown in Figure 1-2 illustrates the centralized supply system identifying 
different parts of it. The long travel time in deteriorating infrastructure for distributing 
potable water to the end consumers is a cause for reduction in the quality of water.  
 
Figure 1-2: Schematic of a Centralized supply system 
   Stresses induced on the increasingly insufficient sources of water and 
deteriorating infrastructure due to population growth and climate change has increased 
the need for innovative strategies to stretch the efficient use of available water resources 
(Hyatt and Schreck, 2009). The current and predicted future deficit scenarios challenge 
water supply managers to come up with a sustainable and reliable alternate source while 
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making the supply infrastructure smarter and resilient. Possible alternatives include water 
conservation, rainwater harvesting, desalination and water reclamation. Storm water 
management and water conservation are already being practiced in many regions in the 
form of water-efficient home appliances that can also be connected to storm water basins. 
Desalination is not very prevalent yet mainly due to economic constraints. Water 
reclamation is also practiced in arid regions of the US especially in California and 
Arizona. The idea of water reclamation is to capture a portion of the water that is already 
used (referred as greywater), treat it and reuse it for non-potable and in some cases 
potable purposes depending on the level of treatment.  Greywater is the residential or 
industrial wastewater that has not come in contact with toilet and - in most cases- kitchen 
sink and dishwasher waste (Al-Jayyousi, 2003). On average 70% of water consumed is 
used for indoor purposes and the remaining 30% is used for outdoor purposes (AWWA, 
1999). The percentages of water consumed indoors is shown in Figure1.3. With proper 
treatment, greywater can be as a minimum used for toilet flushing and irrigation which 





Figure 1-3: Percentage of water used indoors in an American Household (AWWA, 1999) 
  Depending on the scale of treatment and level of decentralization, reclaimed 
water systems can be categorized into distributed systems and on-site reuse systems. 
Distributed systems are used when the scale of treatment and reuse practice is restricted 
to a community or a group of communities. On-site reuse systems are those where the 
treatment plants are deployed at the point of consumption to reduce the distance travelled 
by reclaimed water to the end-user. Addition of on-site greywater reuse to existing 
centralized systems is being explored as a sustainable alternative across the water 
industry especially in arid and semi-arid regions of the United States. A representative 
scenario of on-site greywater reuse, termed in this research as “decentralized” supply, is 
illustrated in Figure 1-4. This decentralized water supply scenario is equivalent to the 
installation of solar panels on the rooftop in a power supply scenario. Solar energy is 
trapped at the point of consumption using solar panels in the power supply scenario, 
whereas wastewater is trapped and reclaimed as an alternative source at the point of 
consumption using on-site wastewater treatment units in the water scenario. The 
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reclaimed water supplements the potable water supply from the centralized system and 
thereby results in reduced consumption of fresh water, energy and traveling distance in 
the distribution infrastructure.  
 
Figure 1-4: Schematic of a decentralized supply system 
  Transitioning from a more traditional way of supplying water to this new way 
is expected to face several societal and organizational hurdles with respect to consumers 
and municipalities (Geels, 2002). There is always the health and acceptability related 
risks associated with decentralized reuse systems by the consumers. The public health 
bureaus are apprehensive about the risk of diseases that may arise due to the placement of 
treatment technologies very near to spaces of human interaction. The municipalities are 
concerned because the increase in the adoption of decentralized systems will over-
capacitate the current supply networks. This causes an increase in the maintenance of 




1.2. Research Objective 
  The increasing concerns over deteriorating infrastructure of WDNs, growing 
population and climatic changes urge the need for improved water supply systems that 
are both reliable and sustainable. The objective of this thesis is to test the hypothesis that 
traditional water supply systems supported by on-site greywater reuse are more reliable 
than traditional systems alone 
1.3. Research Methodology 
  The primary task in order to accomplish the objective of this thesis is to 
estimate and compare reliability of WDNs in centralized and decentralized forms. Figure 
1-5 illustrates the general methodology followed in a sequential order in this research to 
finish this task. As a beginning, several reliability models proposed by previous 
researchers were reviewed and one suitable model was adapted. A benchmark WDN is 
chosen to test the proposed hypothesis using the selected reliability model. Microsoft 
Excel 2010 and a hydraulic network solver called EPANET are used to carry out the 
proposed research. Several failure scenarios as part of the reliability analysis are 
simulated using EPANET toolkit which is a set of functions that can be called upon to 
change the behavior of the network both physically and operationally. Each step in this 




Figure 1-5: Research Methodology 
1.4. Organization of the Thesis 
  The thesis is divided into four chapters. Chapter 2 reviews studies done by 
various researchers on treatment technologies that can be used to implement on-site 
greywater treatment plants for the decentralized supply system. It also reviews literature 
on different case studies on water reuse models that are practiced. 
  Chapter 3 reviews different models used by previous researchers to define and 
quantify reliability of WDNs. The model that is most suitable to use on both centralized 
and decentralized scenarios is selected to perform the comparative reliability analysis in 
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this research. Each of the parameters considered for quantifying reliability are explained 
in detail.  
  Chapter 4 presents development of the benchmark water distribution network 
along with the results obtained from the comparative reliability analysis between 
centralized and decentralized conducted using the selected reliability model from Chapter 
3. A sensitivity analysis is also presented to demonstrate the sensitivity of the results to 
few parameters assumed in this research.  





2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1. Introduction 
  The presence of limited water resources in arid and semi-arid regions have 
resulted in utilities looking towards new sources and smart techniques for managing 
water. One such gaining popularity over the years is reuse of greywater especially for 
non-potable uses. The reuse of greywater provides substantial water savings and the low 
organic content that is present in it makes it suitable for non-potable applications with 
minimal treatment (Pidou, 2006). In a typical domestic household, potable water is used 
for purposes like garden irrigation, toilet flushing and car washing. Such applications do 
not require high quality water. Typical water usage in a household also varies on the 
location and several other factors. The usage of in-house water in developing countries 
varies between 26.8-39.6 gallons per capita per day (g/c/d) (Friedler, 2004). However, in 
developed countries, the usage of water in a household is around 158.5 g/c/d while the 
poorly developed countries have a usage demand of 26.8 g/c/d (Okun, 1997).  
  In a residential household, the usage of water is for two purposes- outdoor and 
indoor. The American Water Works Association estimated a use of 69.3 g/c/d (Table 2-1) 
in an average American household for indoor uses (AWWA, 1999). According to Denver 
Water, in any year the average residential household uses 55% of their total water for 
outdoor use, 11% for toilet flushing, 9% on showers and baths, 6% for faucets, 1% for 
dishwashing, 9% on laundry, 7% is lost as a result of leaks and 2% is used for other 
activities (Denver Water, 2010). Cooper City Utilities in Florida similarly state that 
around 54% of water is used for outdoor applications (Cooper City Utilities, 2010). Drier 
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climatic zones such as Arizona tend to use almost 70% for outdoor applications (SNWA, 
2008).   
Table 2-1: Average percentage of indoor water use in a domestic household (AWWA, 
1999).  
Use 
Gallons per Capita 
per day 
Percentage of Total Daily 
Use 
Showers 11.6 16.8% 
Clothes/ Washer 15.0 21.7% 
Dishwasher 1.0 1.4% 
Toilets 18.5 26.7% 
Baths 1.2 1.7% 
Leaks 9.5 13.7% 
Faucets 10.9 15.7% 
Other Domestic Uses 1.6 2.2% 
 
  Water after its use, often referred as wastewater, is collected, treated and 
disposed into surface-based water bodies. Wastewater that is generated from a domestic 
household can be differentiated into two categories according to its composition and its 
origin. Greywater is the residential or industrial wastewater that has not come in contact 
with toilet and - in most cases- kitchen sink and dishwasher waste (Al-Jayyousi, 2003).  
Wastewater that originates from the kitchen sinks, dishwashers and toilets is known as 
blackwater (Morel and Diener, 2006). The quantity of blackwater that is generated in a 
household is less when compared to the amount of greywater. The blackwater generated 
consists of organic contents and pathogens which pose a higher contamination risk while 
greywater contains lower concentration of micro-organisms relatively (Warner, 2006). 
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The lower content of contaminants makes reuse of greywater a favorable option as it 
doesn’t need rigorous treatment especially for non-potable uses identified previously.  
  A decentralized system is envisioned to include a greywater treatment system 
and a local storage reservoir. Decentralized systems are adapted in different scales such 
as (1) individual households; (2) a cluster of homes; (3) a neighborhood; (4) public 
facilities; (5) commercial areas; (6) industrial parks; (7) small portions of large 
communities (Bakir, 2001). The following section briefly reviews literature on treatment 
technologies that make decentralized supply feasible and also identifies the current 
limitations.  
2.2. Literature review on water reuse treatment technologies 
  To achieve the quality water desired for reuse, treatment processes in 
wastewater treatment are used as single or multiple combinations. The treatment 
processes are characterized as primary treatment, secondary sedimentation and advanced 
processes. Primary treatment includes removal of organic matter that has the ability to 
settle at the bottom or float on the surface of the water with the help of screening (EPA, 
2008). The secondary sedimentation removes total suspended solids and dissolved 
organic matter using aerated activated sludge basins. The contents removed in this stage 
is measured in terms of Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD). The advanced process is 
the last stage where fine solids are separated using membrane filtration and disinfection 
(Tchobanoglous et al., 2002).  
  Technologies that incorporate a combination of one or more of the above 
treatment processes are classified as physical, chemical and biological treatment 
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technologies. The physical treatment technology includes coarse sand, soil filtration and 
membrane filtration which is followed with disinfection. Though this  process does not 
remove all the pollutants present in greywater, the reclaimed grey water can be used for 
toilet flushing purposes under controlled working conditions (March et al., 2004). The 
chemical treatment technology is where the process includes coagulation, photo-catalytic 
oxidation, ion exchange and granular activated carbon. Use of this technology removes 
almost 51% of BOD and 100% of the suspended solids present in greywater making it 
usable for non-potable uses (Soslar-Turk et al., 2005). The biological treatment 
technology includes rotating biological contactor (NBC), sequencing batch reactor 
(SBR), anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB), constructed wetland (CW) and membrane 
bioreactors (MBR). Septic tanks were used for pre-treatment process before the use of 
biological technologies (Liu et al., 2003; Friedler et al., 2005). All these treatment plants 
use the activated sludge process for treatment of greywater after screening. The use of 
biological technologies helps in removal of majority pollutants present in greywater.  
  With the advancement of technologies, the conventional activated sludge 
processes have been replaced by membrane bioreactors (MBR) which do not require 
primary and secondary sedimentation techniques (LeClech et al., 2006). The MBR 
technology includes a bioreactor with a submerged microfiltration or ultrafiltration 
membrane. MBR processes have an advantage of using a small footprint with a high 
removal rate of organic matter and nutrients (Stephenson et al., 2000). The reduction in 
the cost of membrane modules, extended life expectancy and advance in the design and 
operation of these systems in recent times has encouraged application of MBR for 
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domestic and industrial uses. The use of the integrated design helps in reclamation of 
water easily in decentralized systems. But, these systems are associated with foul 
smelling membranes, a high maintenance and operation cost limiting the widespread of 
this application (LeCletch et al., 2006; van Nieuwenhuijzen et. al, 2008). However, there 
is still research being going on to reduce the foul smell of membranes being used and 
lower operational cost of MBR treatment technologies.   
2.3. Literature Review on Greywater Reuse Models  
  There have been various research studies undertaken in the past to implement 
the greywater reuse at a facility or community scale. The following literature reviews the 
treatment technology used to implement on-site greywater reuse, the economical 
evaluation of water reuse systems and evaluation of the benefits of using decentralized 
supply systems.  
   Santasmasas et al., (2013) designed and installed a decentralized and 
automatic Micro Bioreactor (MBR) prototype in a facility for treatment of low-load 
greywater to be recycled for toilet- flushing applications to determine the treatment 
efficiency and to assess the quality of the treated greywater.  The greywater was obtained 
from showers and bathroom sinks and transported to a storage tank with a capacity of 500 
liters (132 gallons). The MBR prototype was designed so that the treatment occurs in four 
stages: (1) Screening: Any debris greater than 1mm is separated; (2) Biological 
Oxidation: The decomposition of organic matter would take place in a bioreactor; (3) 
Filtration: Using the ultrafiltration membrane technology, the solid/ liquid separation 
process is done to separate solids and bacteria from the greywater; (4) Chlorination: The 
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water that is recycled is then treated with a small amount of sodium hypochlorite and 
stored in the chlorination tank for future use. Based on the comparison made in the 
influent and the effluent of the recycled greywater, the researchers concluded that there 
was a removal of 90% of the COD and 95% of the BOD which is an indicator of the 
effectiveness in removal of organic matter. Also, these percentages obtained are close to 
the international standards for water reuse limitations using a MBR prototype. The 
installation and the maintenance cost of the treatment unit for producing 305g/day while 
consuming 2.9kW-hr/m3 of energy was estimated to be around $2.45/m3. The used 
facility produced 430m3/year of reclaimed greywater using a decentralized MBR 
prototype system proving the feasibility of on-site greywater reuse (Santasmassas et al., 
2013). This study does not conduct a life cycle analysis of the MBR prototype installed 
and does not address the foul smelling issue that is associated with the membranes. 
However, the amount of water being saved promotes the use of decentralized supply 
systems.  
  In order to compare the economic evaluation for water reuse alternatives, an 
existing decision support system (DSS) was modified by Woods et al., (2013) to include 
infrastructure, construction, operation and maintenance costs for both potable and 
reclaimed water at the regional level and the costs associated with the treatment of water 
to provide both potable and non-potable uses of water. The modified DSS was applied to 
an area in Tucson, Arizona with various scenarios to evaluate them based on the cost and 
energy assumptions. The area considered has an estimated population of around 85,000 
and comprises of both residential and commercial developments in an area of 4,450 ha 
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(11,000 acres). On the basis of the population in the area, the projected wastewater flow 
of this small area was 40 ML per day (MLD) with an average potable water demand of 
53 MLD, landscape irrigation requirement of 11.4 MLD. Various scenarios studied by 
Woods et al. are (1) no reclamation or reuse (2) centralized treatment or redistribution for 
peripheral use; (3) satellite treatment or reuse; and (4) indirect potable reuse with satellite 
treatment known as the decentralized system. The second scenario was considered with a 
possibility that a new pipeline construction would be required and the third scenario 
where, the satellite plant produces only enough reclaimed water needs for irrigation 
purposes around the area. These scenarios were evaluated based on their relative cost and 
energy productions with the modified DSS. The decentralized scenario was evaluated to 
be the least- cost alternative with a difference of 9% in terms of construction costs. 
However, the satellite treatment was evaluated to have higher costs for treatment plants 
based on their treatment capacity with a difference of 33% when compared to the 
decentralized systems. Sensitivity analysis conducted for all scenarios with variation in 
demand, elevation differences, capacity, costs of various parameters also favored the 
construction and use of the decentralized supply system (Woods et al., 2013). The other 
noneconomic factors that include reliability, life cycle analysis and the ability to respond 
to uncertainty in future demand and supply were however not considered in the research. 
This research proves the need to identify a scenario that uses reclaimed water as a reliable 
source for water supply. 
  To evaluate the performance of decentralized systems that are used in Beijing, 
Liang and Dijk (2008) carried out an integrated financial and economic feasibility of the 
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supply systems. The study was conducted on two projects that practice grey water 
reclamation and reuse for toilet flushing and irrigation which are located in the city center 
of Beijing. However, one project was located in a residential area serving around 2,500 
people with a treatment capacity of 65m3 per day while the other, located at a university 
campus served around 30,000 people with a treatment capacity of 400 m3 per day. The 
financial costs included the initial investment, operation and maintenance costs and the 
financial benefits were represented as the income for the project that included revenue 
from reclaimed water charges and subsidies. The economic evaluation of the project was 
calculated by considering economic costs, environmental costs and the social costs which 
include the initial investment, O&M costs, noise pollution, air pollution and health risk. 
The benefits considered were cost savings on constructing pipes, water distribution water 
purification, reuse of pollutants, increase of water availability, increase in the level of 
rivers and raising social awareness. The feasibility of the project is calculated by the ratio 
of the benefits to the costs. If the ratio is greater than 1 then the project is defined to be 
feasible. Of the total construction costs, the laying of pipes accounted to almost 83%. The 
electricity and the cost of chemicals used for treatment were considered to the highest 
expenses for the operational and maintenance costs. This research states that if the 
construction of pipes were avoided, then they would have saved approximately 
16,000,000 Yuan ($ 2,556,192). Thus, the cost for laying pipes could be effectively 
reduced if decentralized systems are used. Based on the conducted analysis, they found 
that both projects were economically feasible indicating that decentralized wastewater 
reuse systems have positive benefits in terms of sustainability. The positive benefits 
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include the reduction in the amount of potable water being used (Liang and Dijk, 2008). 
This study considers the infrastructure costs that can be avoided with the use of 
decentralized supply systems which shows a promising reduction in construction costs. 
However, the reliability of using decentralized systems have not been considered in this 
research study.   
2.4. Conclusion 
  This chapter summarizes the literature review on water treatment technologies 
and water reuse models. Based on the literature review, various steps in the treatment 
process of greywater are primary sedimentation, secondary treatment and advanced 
processes. Recent technological advances have made it possible for the MBR treatment 
technology to directly treat water in the advance process excluding the first two steps of 
treatment. However, the higher initial cost, operation and maintenance costs make it 
difficult to be implemented on a wider scale. The implementation of the MBR treatment 
technology for residential purpose shows results of savings in terms of potable water 
usage reduction and also providing reclaimed water that is considered to be usable 
according to international standards of water reuse. Furthermore, additional research is 
currently being conducted to find ways to reduce costs of these technologies.  
  There is practice of greywater reuse in different parts of the world. The case 
studies reviewed considered the cost, economic feasibility and benefits that are associated 
with using reclaimed water models. The initial costs for the implementation of these 
systems are considerably high, but the benefits and the feasibility of the project is equally 
commendable in terms of reducing the energy footprint and consumption of potable water 
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when compared to the current practice of water supply. This background favors the 
practice of water reuse to reduce dependence on the current water supply systems and 
depleting freshwater sources.  
  Based on the literature review, a domestic household generates a considerable 
amount of greywater that can be reclaimed to be used for non-potable purposes. 
Deploying a treatment plant near the household, and using reclaimed water to satisfy the 
demand of non-potable water is a benefit in terms of reducing the amount of potable 
water the household requires to fulfill the needs of non-potable uses. The decentralized 
model developed for the purpose of this research includes a treatment plant installed to 






  Water distribution networks (WDNs) are designed to supply adequate 
amounts of water at the points of consumption at a minimum required pressure. Breakage 
of pipes and the temporal variation in demands lead to unanticipated energy loss, which 
is a reason for supply interruptions and the resulting reduced reliability. Least-cost 
optimization that is often used for system design results in smaller-size components that 
may not handle future differentials like variation in demand and breaking of pipes 
(Farmani et al., 2005). It is therefore important to quantify reliability of the supply system 
to assess the performance taking into account various uncertainties. Reliability of a WDN 
has several definitions in the literature. One of the popular definitions is “the ability of the 
system to provide an adequate level of service under normal and abnormal conditions” 
(Goulter, 1995). Another definition is the flexibility of the system to respond to 
component failures through alternative flow pathways (Halhal et al., 1997).  
3.2. Types of Failure 
  Abnormal operational conditions in a water supply system refer to varying 
demands or infrastructure-failure conditions. The system’s performance for varying 
demands caused by fluctuating human needs is commonly referred to as “hydraulic” 
reliability, and to  infrastructure-failures such as  pipe or pump failures is referred to as 





3.2.1. Hydraulic Failure 
  Reduction in the pipe’s hydraulic characteristics and uncertainty in demands 
are the major causes of hydraulic failure in WDNs. The pressure loss in a pipeline 
depends on its roughness coefficient which increases with time leading to more frictional 
losses. The variation in roughness coefficient also depends on pipe material, operating 
environment and water characteristics. The design of WDN is based on an estimated 
existing and future needs of the population and these estimates could also add to the 
previously noted uncertainties. A flexible WDN that is able to adapt itself when 
uncertainty arises will reduce the chances of hydraulic failures. 
3.2.2. Mechanical Failure 
  The latest report card by ASCE on civil infrastructure performance in the US 
gave a “D” grade for water distribution systems (ASCE, 2013). One of the major 
concerns cited is the deterioration of pipeline infrastructure that results in an estimated 
240,000 failures annually. Assuming that each of the deteriorated pipes needs to be 
replaced, the estimated cost of replacement is more than $1 trillion (AWWA, 2012). 
Some of the factors that influence the break rate of pipelines are age, diameter, soil 
condition, material, operational conditions and traffic conditions. Breakage of pipes, 
being one of the significant factors for water losses in the supply system, increases the 
unreliability of WDNs (Piratla and Ariaratnam, 2011).  
3.3. Literature Review on Reliability models of WDNs 
  Two approaches are mainly used by various researchers in the past for 
assessing the reliability of WDN’s. They are: 
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1. Analytical approach  was developed to determine three probabilistic 
reliability measures; (a) the probability that the demand node is connected to 
the source, (b) the probability that all the demand nodes are connected to the 
source, (c) the probability that the system can meet the specified level of 
demand at each node. These methods are used to identify the basic sources of 
unreliability in a system which include lack of interconnections or extremely 
unreliable links that are present in the system. This approach is centered on 
the connectivity and reachability of the components without considering the 
hydraulic reliability of the system. This method depends on the layout of the 
distribution network (Wagner et al., 1988a).  
2. Simulation approach (Monte Carlo simulation) assesses the reliability of a 
WDN that is subjected to failure due to pipe breaks and pump outages. Using 
simulation to assess the reliability of the WDN helps in creating flexibility for 
the criteria considered. Apart from the reliability measures to be calculated, 
the simulation can record additional measures such as duration of the longest 
period of failure at any node, the duration of the longest period of reduced 
service at any node, and the failure event in which the greatest shortfall 
occurs. Simulation helps in giving a detailed model of the hydraulic behavior 
of the supply system. However, this method is time consuming both in terms 
of setting up the model and running the computational simulations (Wagner et 
al., 1988b).  
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  Most of the published research focused on the analysis and decision process 
for improving the mechanical reliability of the WDNs. The methods commonly used for 
analysis are the simulation and analytical methods.  
  A simulation model for the water supply network that focuses on the failures 
of pipes and pumps was proposed by Wagner et al. (1988a, b). The model was divided 
into two parts; a simulation section and a hydraulic network solver. The simulation part 
known as the Monte Carlo simulation generates failure and repair events according to 
specified probability distributions. The hydraulic network solver calculates the flows and 
the pressure at each node throughout the network for a specific demand in the completely 
or partially failed system. Wagner et al. (1998a) defined three states of operation for each 
node: the “normal” state is when the demand is fully supplied; “reduced service” state is 
when the pressure falls below the threshold value but is still above a minimum value, and 
the “failure mode” where the pressure falls below the minimum value and the supply is 
suspended. Similarly, the entire system is also defined with three operational states. 
“Normal” is when all the nodes function normally, “a state of failure” when one or more 
nodes are in the failure mode, and “reduced mode” when one or more nodes are in the 
state of reduced service but none of them are in the state of failure. When the simulation 
occurs, various outcomes are noted continuously. The relevant statistics are computed 
based on calculations done during the operational mode and the total demand shortfall.  
In another model to estimate the reliability of WDNs, Quimpo and Shamsi (1991) used 
the exponential distribution method to describe the break rate for each pipe. This model 
uses the minimum path approach to calculate the reliability of the water network. The 
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method involves a hydraulic simulation to determine the flow through all the pipes in the 
network. The results are visualized using contour lines which demonstrate equal 
reliabilities and these lines represent reliability surface plots. Maintenance activities are 
prioritized using the reliability model and a predefined level of acceptable reliability is 
also assigned. The low points on the contour lines highlight the areas of unacceptable 
reliability. These points represent the pipes that are prioritized for maintenance or 
replacement. This method of calculating reliability of the system totally relies on the 
connectivity between the demand point and the water source. Hydraulic capacity is not 
taken into context in their research study.  
  Ciaponi et al., (2012) described a procedure for reliability analysis of WDNs 
considering failure states that are a result of unavailability of system components. Several 
scenarios with various possibilities of component failures are considered as working 
states in their model. Assuming that the failed component can be isolated for repair, 
reliability is determined as the ratio of actual volume of water delivered during the 
component failure period to the required volume as per demand. The probability of the 
failed state is determined using historical break rate data. The actual pipe flows are 
obtained through the hydraulic analysis using EPANET-2 which is a Pressure-driven 
analysis (PDA) approach. The failure of WDNs can occur due to many mechanical 
failure scenarios like failure of treatment plant or failure of components like pipes, gates, 
valves, hydrants fittings etc. (Cieslak et al., 2012). This research by Ciaponi et al. (2012) 
is restricted to the unavailability of pipes only and assumed that any failed pipe can be 
isolated for repair.  Ciaponi’s method of reliability quantification is adapted in this 
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research to estimate and compare WDN reliability for two different supply scenarios (i.e. 
centralized and decentralized). 
3.4.  Methodology for Quantifying Reliability 
  The research objective as stated in Chapter-1 is to demonstrate that 
decentralized water supply systems supported by water reuse are both sustainable and a 
reliable alternative to traditional supply systems for future water supply. A reliability 
quantification technique that considers both demand variation and mechanical failure 
scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 3-1, is developed and used in this research to estimate 
reliability improvement in decentralized systems compared to the centralized. 
“Centralized” scenario is one in which water is collected from the surface-based 
reservoirs, treated typically at a far-off location, pumped to fill up local storage units and 
thereafter distributed to consumers as and when required. The used water is then 
collected, pumped to another centralized treatment plant where certain pollutants are 
removed before the effluent is released into close-by water bodies. “Decentralized” 
scenario is one in which existing muncipal water supply sytems are complemented with 
on-site greywater reuse systems. It is assumed that each consumption point will have a 
treatment unit along with some storage capacity. While on-site greywater reuse is an 
evolving area of research from the standpoint of economically-feasible treatment 
technologies, it is certainly gaining popularity and seen by water industry as a sustainable 
alternative. A methodology as shown in  Figure 3-1 is developed in this research for 
estimating and comparing reliability of the aforementioned two supply scenarios  
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  Reliability for the WDN is estimated using the methodology presented by 
Ciaponi et al., (2102).  
3.4.1. Definition of Reliability 
  The methodology followed for the purpose of this research defines reliability 
on a hydraulic system as “the ability to satisfy users taking into account the various 
working conditions to which it may be subjected during its operative life” (Ciaponi et al., 
2012). Hence reliability of a system or component is its ability to perform required 
functions under normal and abnormal conditions for a specified period of time.  
  The metric used to evaluate reliability in this research by using performance 
indicators of working states and probabilistic evaluation of mechanical failures is based 
on the ratio between volumes actually delivered during the evaluation period and the 






   (1) 
  Where,  
  W A = volume of water delivered, 








3.4.2. Computational algorithm for reliability 
  The benchmark WDN used for this research study is developed by using 
EPANET with the inputs given in the methodology below in Figure 3-1. The inputs are 
linked to Microsoft Excel 2010 using few functions of EPANET Toolkit through a visial 
basic for application (VBA) code. The GANetXL platforrm is used to build this model to 
integrating EPANET and Microsoft Excel 2010. To evaluate reliability, there are few 
functions which are used to carry out the methodology from EPANET Toolkit are: 
i. EPANetInterface.setLinkStatus : To set the operational state of the link.  
ii. EPANetInterface.setNodeDemand: To set the demand for each node. 
iii. EPANetInterface.getNodePressure: To obtain nodal pressures. 
iv. EPANetInterface.solve: To solve the network for hydraulic parameters 
such as nodal pressures and pipe flows.  
v. EPANetInterface.setLinkRoughness : To set the roughness of the pipe. 
  The VBA code that has been developed for this methodology is attached in 
Appendix A of the thesis. The analysis is performed for a 24- hour period and the water 
main failure information for estimating the probability of failure is adapted from 
Neelakantan et al., (2008). An additional simulation loop for demand variation is added 





Figure 3-1: Methodology for quantifying reliability 
3.4.3. Quantification of Reliability 
  The mechanical reliability is quantified in two different stages after generating 
random demands (D i,j)  at each node for the benchmark WDN. The first stage is 
Probabilistic Evaluation of Mechanical Failures and the second stage is reliability 
calculation of the network taking all the failure conditions into consideration. There are 
many parameters which are required to establish relationship between these two stages to 
evaluate reliability such as diameters, length, mean duration between failures and mean 
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time to repair. Failure condition here implies unavailability of each pipe as working state 
in WDN for which probability is determined in the first stage using required parameters. 
Procedure for stage-1 is discussed below. 
3.4.3.1.  Probabilistic Evaluation of Mechanical Failures 
  There are many components that contribute to the mechanical failure of a 
WDN. As mentioned in Chapter-1 around 60% of repairs in the current WDN is related 
to the infrastructure that deals with distribution and transmission of water. Pipelines play 
a pivotal role in the transmission and distribution of water in WDNs. Furthermore, pipes 
are relatively troublesome compared to other infrastructure components due to their 
inaccessibility. Therefore, only pipes are considered for simulating mechanical failures in 
this study as unavailability of pipe due to repair or accidents as a failure. Hence 
unavailability of each pipe is considered as a unique working state. w k denotes the 
probability of occurrence of a specific kth working state. The unavailability of pipe 
depends on probabilistic analysis of mechanical failure. The probability of a mechanical 
failure depends on the availability (A l) of the pipe which is defined by many researchers 
as the function of probability of breakdown of a pipe and mean of duration of failure and 
time required for repair (Khomsi et al., 1996; Gargano and Pianese, 2000; Tanymboh et 
al., 2001).  
 
𝐴 𝑙 = 
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 𝑙
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 𝑙 + 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅 𝑙
  (2) 
  Where, 
  A l= Availability of each pipe l (l = 1, N), 
  MTTF l = mean time to failure and 
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  MTTR l = mean time to repair. 
  To evaluate parameters MTTFl and MTTRl which are required to calculate 
availability (A l) and unavailability (U l) of the pipes, the break rate (λ l) and the failure 
rate (μ l) of the pipe are needed. λ l is calculated for all pipes using Eq. (5) while the 
failure rate of the pipe is assumed to be one day in this research as considered by several 
previous researchers (Khomsi et al. 1996; Gargano and Pianese 2000; Shinstine and 
Lansley 2002). The mean time to failure (MTTFl) is calculated using Eq. (3) and mean 
time for repair (MTTR l) is calculated using Eq.(4) 
 
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 𝑙 = 
365
𝜆 𝑙𝐿 𝑙
  (3) 
  Where,  
  L l = length of each pipe l. 
 




  Where, 
  μ l = Failure rate of the pipe.  
  In a WDN, pipe breaks is one of the common phenomenon which results in 
either replacement or repair. The breakage of a pipe is resulted due to many factors like 
age, material, quality and surrounding environment of the pipe. Research states that while 
all the above conditions remain constant, the number of breaks that can occur in a pipe 
increases with the age of the system (Neelakantan et al., 2008). Therefore, number of 
annual breaks per unit pipe length (λ l) is calculated by an exponential Eq.(5), which is 
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the function of time period and break rate along with the growth rate coefficient (A). This 
equation was proposed by Shamir and Howard (1979).  
 𝜆𝑙 =  𝑋 𝑒
𝐴(𝑡−𝑡𝑜)  (5) 
  Where, 
  λ l = number of breaks per unit length per year at time t,  
  X = number of breaks per year per unit length at time t =𝑡0, 
  A= growth-rate coefficient of pipes and  
  t-t0 = Age of the network. 
  For the purpose of this research, the age of the network (t-t 0) is assumed to be 
50 years. A growth rate coefficient (A) of 0.07 is considered in this research which is in 
accordance with the value range suggested by Shamir and Howard (1979). The initial (t = 
t0) annual break rate per unit length (X) data is adapted from Neelakantan et al. (2008) 
and interpolated based on pipe diameters as shown in Table 3-1. 
Table 3-1: Break details of pipes (Neelakantan et al., 2008) 
Diameter   
(inches) 
No. of breaks 
per year (X) 
Diameter   
(inches) 
No. of breaks 
per year (X) 
3 1.3 20 0.06 
4 1.05 24 0.05 
6 0.81 30 0.04 
8 0.56 36 0.02 
10 0.41 42 0.0015 
12 0.25 48 0.0012 
14 0.15 54 0.001 
16 0.1 60 0.0004 




  If Al denotes the availability of any given pipe “l,” unavailability (U l) is 
calculated using Eq.(6). 
 
𝑈 𝑙 = 1 − 𝐴 𝑙  =  
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅 𝑙
𝑀𝑇𝑇𝐹 𝑙 + 𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅 𝑙
  (6) 
  After calculating availability (A l) and unavailability (U l) for each pipe ‘l’, the 
probability can be evaluated for different working states. The probability that the network 
is fully functional (i.e. no pipes are failed) is calculated using Eq. (7) 
 
𝑝(0) =  ∏𝐴 𝑙
𝑁
𝑙=1
  (7) 
  Where, 
  p (0) = probability that the network is fully functional. 
  If the first working state denotes a scenario where all the pipelines are fully 
functional, the weight component (W 1) of that working state is equal to p (0) as shown in 
Eq.(8).  
  𝑊 1  =  𝑝(0) (8) 
  The probability that pipe “l” (and only pipe l) is unavailable is calculated 
using Eq. (9) 
 




  Therefore, the weight component (w k) that denotes the probability of 





3.4.3.2.  Calculation of reliability 
  Reliability estimated for centralized and decentralized scenarios are illustrated 
separately although the methodology is similar. 
 
3.4.3.2.1. Centralized Scenario 
  WDNs are often subjected to non-steady demands while the operational 
condition of its components is also varying. For a given demand, several mechanical 
failure states are considered as working states for estimating reliability. The working 
states are the temporary unavailability of some components resulting from mechanical 
failures (e.g., damaged electromechanical devices, pipes out of order for maintenance). 
Each working state has a specific probability of occurrence depending on the failure 
probabilities of its components. The probability of more than one pipe failure at once is 
very low and is often considered negligible (Su et al., 1987).  Therefore, all single pipe 
failure scenarios along with no-failure scenario (working state #1) are considered as 
possible working states in this research. If N represents the numbers of pipes in a given 
network, number of working states (NS) for the centralized scenario is calculated using 
Eq. (10)  
 𝑁𝑆 = 𝑁 + 1 (10) 
  For each demand scenario and working state, actual water flow (C i,j) 
delivered at each node is determined using actual nodal pressure data. If the actual 
pressure at each node (P j) is greater than threshold minimum pressure (P min), the required 
amount of water will be supplied in which case actual flow is equal to the required 
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demand at each node. However if   P j < P min then the actual flow at a node can be 








𝐷 𝑖,𝑗                        𝑖𝑓 𝑃 ≥  𝑃 𝑚𝑖𝑛 
𝐷 𝑖,𝑗
√𝑃 𝑚𝑖𝑛
 √𝑃          𝑖𝑓 0 < 𝑃 < 𝑃 𝑚𝑖𝑛
0                                       𝑖𝑓 𝑃 < 0
  (11) 
  As shown in Eq.(12), reliability is calculated as the ratio of actual flow (C i,j) 
to that of the required (D i,j) at each node (j), for each time interval (i) and for each 
working state (k).  
 
𝑅 𝑗.𝑘 =
∑ 𝐶 𝑗,𝑖,𝑘  
𝑛
𝑖=1
∑ 𝐷 𝑖,𝑗  
𝑛
𝑖=1
  (12) 
  Where, 
  R j,k = Reliability at j
th node and kth working state, 
C j,i,k= Actual flow at j
th node  and kth working state in ith time interval 
(m3/day), 
  D i,j= Actual flow at j
th node in ith time interval (m3/day) and  
  n = number of time intervals. 
  Similarly, by extending the formulation to all the nodes in the network, 




∑  𝑁𝑁𝑗=1 ∑ 𝐶 𝑗,𝑖,𝑘  
𝑛
𝑖=1




  Where, 
  RR k = Reliability for the entire network for k
th working state and  
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  NN = Demand nodes. 
  Since the network is subjected to different working states, the global 
reliability (RR) of the network is estimated using Eq. (14) as discussed earlier in this 
chapter in Eq.(9) 
 
𝑅𝑅 = ∑( 
𝑁𝑆
𝑘=1
𝑅𝑅 𝑘 ∗ 𝑤𝑘) (14) 
  Where, 
  RR = Global reliability for the entire network,  
w k = weight component of each working state that denotes the probability of 
occurrence of that working state, calculated using Eq. (9) and  
  NS= Total number of working states. 
3.4.3.2.2. Decentralized Scenario 
   Additional infrastructure such as on-site water treatment plants, reservoirs and 
the associated plumbing makes the decentralized scenario different from that of 
centralized. A procedure similar to that “centralized” scenario is adapted for estimating 
the reliability in decentralized scenario.  
  Due to the additional infrastructure involved, decentralized scenario ideally 
has more number of working states compared to that of centralized. Due to limited 
adoption of decentralized supply alternative by communities, there is lack of reliable data 
available on failure type and failure rates of the additional on-site infrastructure to be able 
to build probability functions for reliability analysis. Moreover, the failure rates in the 
early phase of the infrastructure’s lifecycle are expected to be very low unless there are 
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design and installation errors. Consequently, failure probabilities of decentralized 
plumbing infrastructure is considered negligible in this study compared to that of large 
pipelines in the centralized supply. The resulting number of working states is same as that 
in centralized (Eq. (10)).  
  The hydraulic model of the decentralized scenario is very different from that 
of the centralized as only a part of the total demand is met by the traditional supply 
system whereas the rest of it is met by the reclaimed water. Reclaimed water is stored in 
an on-site reservoir after undergoing sufficient treatment at the treatment plant. 
Reclaimed water is then allowed to meet a portion of the non-potable demands at each 
node as long as the reservoir is not empty. Centralized supply is allowed to meet that 
portion of the non-potable demand when stored water in the reservoir is exhausted. This 
complicated hydraulic network model is constructed using steady-state approximations 
over one-hour time intervals (Δ t = 1).  
  Inflow of water into the treatment plant at ith time interval will be the total 
amount of water consumed in (i-1)th time interval at any given node “j”. The total water 
consumed at the (i-1)th  time interval at the jth node is the sum of the water withdrawn 
from the centralized system (Ri-1,j ) and the decentralized supply reservoir (S i-1,j). 
Assuming a treatment efficiency of γ, water inflow into the reservoir after treatment (X i,j) 
is calculated using Eq.(15). This equation has time interval‘t’, multiplied to the water 
supply, which nothing but the conversion of the flow (m3/day) to volume (m3). 
 𝑋𝑖,𝑗 =  𝛾 ∗ (𝑆 𝑖−1,𝑗 + 𝑅 𝑖−1,𝑗) ∗ 𝑡 (15) 
  Where, 
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  X i,j = Water inflow into the reservoir after treatment (m
3),  
  γ = efficiency of the treatment plant at each node,  
S i-1,j = Part of water that satisfies the demand by decentralized supply 
reservoir at (i-1); time interval and ‘j’node (m3/day),  
R i-1,j = Part of water that satisfies the demand by centralized supply at ‘(i-1)’ 
time interval and ‘j’ node (m3/day) and  
  t = duration of (i-1)th time interval. 
  Using conservation of mass principle, amount of water available in the 
reservoir (q i,j) at the node ‘j’ at the beginning of time step ‘i’ is calculated using Eq.(16).  
 q i,j = q i−1,j − (S i−1,j ∗ t) + X i,j (16) 
  Where, 
q i,j = Available water in the reservoir at node j at the beginning of time 
interval i (m3),  
q i-1,j  =Available water in the reservoir at node j at the beginning of time 
interval (i-1) (m3),  
S i-1,j = Water flow from the decentralized reservoir that satisfied the demand 
by in  (i-1)th time interval at ‘j’ node (m3/day),  
  X i,j = total inflow of water at j
th node at ith time (m3) and  
  t = duration of (i-1)th time interval. 
  Eq. (16) calculates the volume of water available in the reservoir which is the 
sum of the water available at the beginning of the previous time step and the total inflow 
into the reservoir at the beginning of current time step minus the outflow during the 
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previous time step. Depending on the treatment technologies, reclaimed water may not be 
treated to potable standards. For this reason a factor (α) is introduced, which represents 
the maximum percentage of total nodal demand that can be met by the decentralized 
supply. For example, if reclaimed water is restricted to only toiler flushing, α will be 
approximately 25% using the national average household water consumption estimates 
(AWWA, 2012). Therefore, maximum demand (d i,j) that can be met by reclaimed water 
will be constant at node j in time step i, and it will depend on α and actual demand at each 
node (D i,j) as shown in Eq. (17) 
 d i,j  =  α ∗   D i,j (17) 
  Where, 
  d i,j = maximum demand met by reclaimed water (m
3/day),  
  D i,j = Actual demand at each node and  
α = maximum percentage of total nodal demand that can be met by reclaimed 
water. 
  This indicates that even if there is abundant water in the reservoir to meet the 
demand, maximum reclaimed water that can be used is d i,j at each node. If d i,j is the 
maximum demand that can be met by the reclaimed water then S i,j, which is the water 
supply from the reservoir of the decentralized system will be the least value of the 
reclaimed water flow in reservoir (q i,j/t) or the maximum reclaimed demand (d i,j).  
 S i,j  =  minimum value of (q i,j t⁄ ) and d i,j (18) 
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  Similarly the R i,j, which is the supply from the centralized system is shown in 
Eq. (19).  
 R i,j  =  minimum value of (D i,j– S i,j)and C i,j (19) 
  The amount of water available in the storage reservoir at the beginning of this 
24-hour analysis (q 0,j) is estimated using a factor (β) on the total nodal demand as shown 
in Eq.(20).  
 q 0,𝑗  =  𝛽 ∗   𝐷 𝑖,𝑗 (20) 
  Where, 
q 0,j = amount of water available in reservoir at the beginning of 24- hour 
analysis and  
β = Initial amount of available water in the decentralized reservoir as a factor 
of total nodal demand. 
  Actual flow (C i,j) from centralized supply is determined using Eq. (11). Total 
amount of water (T i,j) delivered at each node is the sum of centralized and decentralized 
supply. Several appropriate rules are developed in the reliability model for decentralized 
scenario to determine the total amount of water at ith time interval and jth node. They are 










   D i,j                                                                                                                         if C i,j > D i.j
  D i,j                                                                             if C i,j > (1 − α)D i.j and q i,j > d i,j
D i,j                                                          if C i,j > (1 − α)D i.j and (q i,j + C i,j) >  D i,j
Failure conditions
  C i,j + q i.j                                                if C i,j > (1 − α)D i.j and (q i,j + C i,j) <  D i,j
C i,j + q i.j                                                                if C i,j < (1 − α)D i.j and q i,j < d i,j
C i,j + d i.j                                                              if C i,j > (1 − α)D i.j and q i,j > d i,j
 (21) 
  Where, 
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  Ti,j = Total flow at each node at i 
th time interval and j th node (m3/day).  
  As shown in Eq.(22) , reliability is calculated as the ratio of the total flow (T 
i,j) to that of the required (D i,j) at each node (j), for each time interval (i) and for each 
working state (k).  
 
𝑅 𝑗.𝑘 =
∑ 𝑇 𝑗,𝑖,𝑘  
𝑛
𝑖=1




  Where, 
  R j, k = Reliability at j
th node and kth working state; 
  T j,i,k= Total flow at j
th node and kth working state in ith time interval (m3); 
   D i,j= Actual flow at j
th node in ith time interval (m3) and  
  n =no of time intervals. 
  Similarly, by extending the formulation to all the nodes in the network, 




∑  𝑁𝑁𝑗=1 ∑ 𝑇 𝑗,𝑖,𝑘  
𝑛
𝑖=1




  Where, 
  RR k = Reliability for the entire network for k
th working state. 
  NN = Demand nodes. 
  Since the network is subjected to different working states, the global 







RR k ∗ w k) (24) 
  Where, 
  RR= global reliability of the network,  
w k = weight component of each working state that denotes the probability of 
occurrence of that working state, calculated in Eq. (9) and  
  NS= Total number of working states. 
  The reliability evaluation for both centralized and decentralized base scenarios 
is performed for a period of 24 hours using the following assumptions: 
1. The maximum percent demand (α) that can be met using reclaimed 
greywater after sufficient treatment is 25% (A value of zero percent for α 
represents a no-reuse scenario whereas a value of 100% represents 
potable value scenario).  
2. Efficiency of the decentralized treatment unit (ϒ) is 75%. 
3. The estimated growth rate coefficient (A) for evaluating the probability of 
pipe failure is 0.075. 
4. The current age of the system is 50 years (represents a typical water 
supply system). 
5. Bounds for demand variation compared to the mean ideal demand are 
considered to be -25% to +25%. 
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6. Hazen- Williams Coefficient of roughness (C) in all the pipes is 100 (It is 
equivalent to a value of head- loss coefficient K ≈ 1.34, where C is 
inversely proportional to K1/1.85).  
 
3.5.  Conclusion 
  Chapter 3 reviewed literature of various reliability models of WDNs and 
adapted a reliability model that is suitable for the comparative analysis of centralized and 
decentralized scenarios. A computational algorithm to evaluate reliability is developed 
using Microsoft Excel 2010, EPANET and EPANET toolkit. The set of parameters that 





4. RELIABILITY MODEL DEMONSTRATION 
 
4.1.  Introduction 
  The methodology summarized in Chapter 3 is used on a benchmark water 
network to test the research hypothesis presented in this thesis. The benchmark network 
chosen for analysis, as shown in Figure 4-1, is an adapted version of the Go Yang 
network in South Korea, initially presented by Kim et al. (1994). The benchmark network 
consists of 23 nodes, 31 pipes and 9 loops, and is served by a pump (a fixed 4.5kW) 
connected to a reservoir with a fixed head of 71m. The benchmark network is designed 
for pipe diameters using a least-cost optimization framework developed by Piratla and 
Ariaratnam (2012) in order for it to represent a typical existing water supply system 
before reliability analysis.   
 





4.2. Design of network 
  The typical objective in the design of WDNs is to minimize the initial 
investment cost to the owner. The major design variables considered are the sizes for 
pipes and pumping systems. The input parameters considered in the optimization model 
are nodal demands, network layout, and nodal elevations. The cost of each pipe and their 
installation expenses are calculated using Eq (25) and Eq (26) for the pool of diameters. 
 Cost of pipe Cp = 19.2 + 5.26D + 0.28Dt (25) 
 Cost of pipe installation Ci = 14.8 + 4.9D + 1.5H (26) 
  where; 
  D = nominal diameter of pipe in inches; 
  t = thickness of pipe in inches and  
  H = depth of cover of 10 feet. 
  Decision support systems (DSS) also defined as “computer based models 
together with their interactive interfaces” help in addressing unstructured problems 
(Power and Sharda, 2007). One such tool used for optimization of pipe diameters 
involves genetic algorithm-based decision support system that is compatible with 
Microsoft Excel. It is developed by a research team at the University of Exeter and 
named as GANetXL model. This tool was used for several water-related studies that 
include optimal design of water distribution systems, integrating water resources 
management and optimization of water recycling schemes (Deepthi et al., 2009; Molina 
et al., 2010; Rozos et al., 2010; Piratla and Ariaratnam, 2012).  
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  GANetXL tool comes with a provision to integrate any simulation software 
such as EPANET using Microsoft Excel as the mediating database. EPANET is popularly 
used  hydraulic simulation model to generate nodal pressures and pipe flows for a given 
set of input parametes. To link EPANET to the Excel spreadsheet, two visual basic for 
application (VBA)  models are used: (1) EPANET_DLL that is imported from the 
EPANET programmers Toolkit to customize EPANET (Rossman, 2000) and (2) 
EPANET_Interface which uses a set of Toolkit functions to open the EPANET input file, 
read and modify schedules, run simulations and save the results back in the Excel 
spreadsheet for further analysis. The benchmark network considered for the research is 
provided to the GANetXL model in the form of an input (.inp) file. This input file of the 
network includes information on the demands, elevations at each node, the layout and the 
distance between each node. With the information provided in the  
Table 4-2 along with the other parameters, a WDN is built and saved as .inp file using the 
EPANET program which is attached in Appendix B of this thesis.  
  The benchmark WDN used for this study (presented in Kim et al., 1994) is 
designed to minimize the capital cost. In order to minimize the cost of the network and 
obtain optimal set of diameters, parameters such as nodal demands, node elevations and 
network layout are considered as inputs which is often the case in reality. Nodal pressures 
are constrained to be greater than the threshold minimum values. Several pipe sizes 
available in the market for ductile iron material are considered as the decision variables. 
Capital costs for the corresponding diameters obtained using equations (25) and (26) are 
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shown in Table 4-1. The nodal elevations along with the demands at each node are 
presented in  
Table 4-2.  
Table 4-1: Diameter options for the decision variables for benchmark network 
Diameter (inches) Cost ($/ft) Diameter (inches) Cost ($/ft) 
3 8.50 20 159.25 
4 14.30 24 180.81 
6 21.51 30 202.45 
8 30.10 36 245.51 
10 51.59 42 309.17 
12 73.58 48 374.20 
14 94.58 54 438.23 
16 116.15 60 503.67 
18 137.65 64 574.03 
 











1 (Reservoir) 71 (Head) - 13 59.3 37.5 
2 56.4 153 14 59.8 63 
3 53.8 70.5 15 59.2 445.5 
4 54.9 58.5 16 53.6 108 
5 56 75 17 54.8 79.5 
6 57 67.5 18 55.1 55.5 
7 53.9 63 19 54.2 118.5 
8 54.5 48 20 54.5 124.5 
9 57.9 42 21 62.9 31.5 
10 62.1 30 22 61.8 799.5 
11 62.8 42 23 56.4 0 





4.3. Results and Discussion 
  The methodology described in Chapter-3 has been demonstrated on the 
benchmark network shown in Figure 4-1. The comparative reliability analysis performed 
in this research yielded a 5.83% absolute improvement in reliability for the decentralized 
scenario compared to the centralized-only scenario as shown in Figure 4-2. The relative 
improvement compared to the centralized-only scenario is 7.14%. This improvement in 
reliability is specific to the benchmark network considered in this research for the 
previously listed assumptions.    
 
Figure 4-2: Reliability Improvement for Base Scenario (B) 
  To determine which factors have a significant impact on reliability 
improvement, sensitivity analysis is conducted by changing the assumed parameters and 
repeating the comparative reliability analysis.  
  Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 illustrate the effect of α on estimated reliability 
improvement. The parameter α denotes the  maximum percentage of total demand that 
can be met by reclaimed water supply. A steady increase in reliability improvement is 
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observed when  α is gradually increased from 25% to 75%, and then it almost remained 
same when α is made 100%. The negligible change in reliability improvement when α is 
increased from 75% to 100% (i.e. reclaimed water can be used to meet all of the demand) 
indicates that centralized supply is the limiting factor due to the outage of a critical pipe.  
 
Figure 4-3: Estimated Reliability with change in α 




Figure 4-4: Estimated Reliability improvement between scenarios with change in α 
  
  Figure 4-5 and Figure 4-6 illustrate the effect of γ on estimated reliability 
improvement. There is a gradual increase in the reliability of the decentralized scenario 
with increase in γ.  The reliability improvement gradually increased from 4 to 7.5% when 
γ is increased from 0.65 to 0.95. This slight increase in reliability improvement means 
that the treatment efficiency didn’t make significant difference in the reliability of 







Figure 4-5: Estimated reliability with change in γ 
 
 





  Sensitivity analysis is carried out for head loss coefficient (K) values ranging 
from 1 to 4. For these values of K, the Hazen-Williams coefficient of roughness (C) 
ranges from 120 to 56.72. Figure 4-7 shows that with increase in K, there is a decline in 
the estimated reliability of both supply scenarios, demonstrating that the head loss 
coefficient of a pipe has a significant effect on the reliability of the benchmark network; 
however, the rate of decline in reliability for centralized is steeper than decentralized. As 
a result, there is an increase in the reliability improvement with increase in K values. The 
reliability improvement varied from 5.83% to 17.37% as shown in Figure 4-8. . The K-
value for a 40-year old cast-iron pipe will be in the range of 1.98 to 3.19 which translates 
to a C-value of 64 to 83 (Engineering Toolbox, 2014). If such a 40-year old pipe 
representes the average pipe of any WDN, a reliability improvement of about 12.5% can 
be expected.   
   





Figure 4-8: Estimated Reliability improvement between scenarios with change in K 
    
 
  The age of the system is another critical factor that has an effect on the 
performance of the WDN. As the system ages, the probability of failure of various 
components in the infrastructure usually increases. Figure 4-9 and Figure 4-10 illustrate 
the impact of the age of the system on reliability improvement for system age ranging 
from 40 to 70 years. The reliability improvement has decreased from 7.18% to 3.53% 






Figure 4-9: Estimated reliability with change in the age of the system 
 
Figure 4-10: Estimated Reliability improvement between scenarios with change in age of 
the system 
 
  The growth rate coefficient (A) is a factor that determines the growth of the 
break rate of a pipe in the WDN. The increase in the value of A, increases the probability 
of failure of a single pipe. Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 illustrate the effect of growth rate 
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coefficient on estimated reliability improvement. It is observed that the reliability of 
water supply for the decentralized and centralized scenario of the benchmark network 
decreased with increase in A. In this case, the reliability improvement of the 
decentralized network is higher than the centralized network by a comparatively low 
margin. As illustrated in Figure 4-12, the improvement in reliability considerably 
decreased from 6.67% to 0.90% as the value of A increased from 0.05 to 0.125. This 
shows that increase in failure probability of pipes in centralized supply systems results in 
decreasing reliability improvement. This reveals that presence of onsite treatment plants 
to supplementing centralized supply will not make a great impact if the centralized 
supply infrastructure is more vulnerable to failure. 
 




Figure 4-12: Estimated Reliability improvement between scenarios with change in 
growth rate coefficient (A) 
4.4.  Conclusions 
  A demonstration of the reliability model on Go Yang WDN in South Korea 
presented by Kim et al. (1994), using the methodology described in Chapter 3 showed 
that on-site greywater reuse when complemented with the centralized systems results in a 
reliability improvement of 5.83% for the base scenario. It was also observed that the 
reliability improvement is highly sensitive to head loss coefficient, age of the network 
and the break growth rate of the supply system. A steady decline is observed in reliability 
improvement  with increase in average age of the pipelines (t) and water main break 
growth rate (A) as shown Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-12 respectively, where as a stredy 
increase is noticed in realibility improvement with increase in  maximum percentage of 
demand met by reclaimed water (α), treatment efficiency (γ) and head loss coefficent (K) 
as shown in Figure 4-4, Figure 4-6 and  Figure 4-8.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
5.1. Conclusions 
  With the increasing growth in urban population and changing climatic 
conditions, freshwater sources are becoming increasingly scarcer to meet the rising 
demands. Furthermore, deteriorating supply infrastructure makes it even more 
challenging to meet the human water needs. Consequently, alternative supply options are 
being pursued that also reduce the reliance on the existing water distribution systems. 
One popular alternative that is increasingly being recognized for its sustainable benefits is 
decentralized water reuse, specifically on-site greywater reuse. It is important for any 
supply alternative to be both sustainable and reliable, for it is important to meet the 
demands in both normal operating and failure states. 
  In this research, a computer-based reliability model is developed to evaluate 
reliability of WDNs considering certain failure scenarios. The developed model is 
adapted to perform comparative analysis of reliability between two scenarios; the 
traditional supply systems (i.e. centralized) and the recently pursued decentralized 
systems using on-site greywater reuse consider  pipe failure conditions.  
  Results revealed that there is an improvement in reliability of 5.83% when on-
site greywater reuse systems complement the traditional supply systems on the 
benchmark network of 23 nodes, 31 pipes and 9 loops, which is served by a pump (a 
fixed 4.5kW) connected to a reservoir with a fixed head of 71m. . Sensitivity analysis 
revealed that this improvement in reliability is sensitive to parameters such as maximum 
percentage usage of reclaimed water (α), age of the system, and head loss coefficient and 
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break growth rate of the system. The improvement in reliability ranged between 3.13 to 
7.18%, 5.83 to 17.37% and 0.5 to 6%  for changes in age (t), head loss coefficient (K) 
and break growth rate (A) of the system. It is observed that there is a reduction in the 
improvement of reliability as the parameters age of the system and break growth rate 
increase, but the increase in head loss coefficient shows a considerable improvement 
between the scenarios considered for the benchmark network.  
5.2. Limitations 
  In a WDN, there is a possibility of failure of many components such as pipes, 
pumps, reservoirs, valves, treatment plants. But, this research considered only pipe 
failures as they account for up to 60% of all WDN failures (Ciaponi, 2009).   
  Failure scenarios considered for evaluating reliability of the benchmark 
network are limited to the failure of single pipelines at any time in each working state. 
This is because the probability of occurrence of failure of two or more pipes at the same 
time is very low (Su et al. 1987).   
  The failure probability of the components which constitute decentralized 
water supply systems are not taken into consideration in the reliability assessment due to 
lack of appropriate data. It may not make a big difference as decentralized systems are 








  The observed improvement in reliability comes with added capital costs for 
the installation of on-site greywater systems. Additional research is needed to evaluate 
the trade-off between the value of reliability improvement and the added cost.  
  Significant efforts need to be made in thorough investigation of life cycle 
costs and energy consumption to make on-site greywater reuse alternative more 
convincing. Further research also needs to focus on making treatment technologies 
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VBA code for reliability algorithm 
Sub simulation() 
    Dim i, j, m, s, l, k, simCount As Long 
        ActiveSheet.Calculate 
      ' Read link indices from Excel into VBA - whole range is read at once to improve the 
performance 
    Dim diametersArray() As Variant 
    Dim nodeHeads() As Double 
    ReDim nodeHeads(1 To nodePressureAddr.Rows.Count, 1 To 
nodePressureAddr.Columns.Count) 
    Dim savedcolumn As Integer 
    savedcolumn = 29 
    For simCount = 1 To 100 
           For i = 1 To 24 
        For m = 1 To nodeCount 
        'generate random value in temp data 
         TempData.Cells(m, i).value = Int(((Cells(3, 20).value * Dij.Cells(m, i).value) - 
(Cells(3, 21).value * Dij.Cells(m, i).value) + 1) * Rnd + (Cells(3, 21).value * 
Dij.Cells(m, i).value)) 
         Cells(4, 6).value = Int(((1.6 * 125) - (0.8 * 125) + 1) * Rnd + (0.8 * 125)) 
      
    Next i 
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        'Centralized 
        Dim savedRow1 As Integer 
        savedRow1 = 861 
        Dim savedRow2 As Integer 
        savedRow2 = 893 
        For l = 1 To 31 
        For k = 1 To selectedLinkCount 
          Call EPANetInterface.setLinkStatus(linkIndexAddr.Cells(k, 1), 
StatusAddr.Cells(k, l).value) 
          Call EPANetInterface.setLinkRoughness(linkIndexAddr.Cells(k, 1), Cells(1, 
20).value) 
        Next k 
        For i = 1 To 24 
        For m = 1 To nodeCount 
        'Setting up the Random Demand 
        Call EPANetInterface.setNodeDemand(nodeIndexAddr.Cells(m, 1), 
TempData.Cells(m, i).value) 
        ReqDemandAddr.Cells(m, 1).value = TempData.Cells(m, i).value 
     Next m 
     'run simulation 
     EPANetInterface.solve 
     'read head values and store them to internal variables 
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        For j = 1 To nodeCount 
            ' Store original diameters into the worksheet 
    '        nodeAddr.Cells(j, 1).value = EPANetInterface.getNodeHead(j) 
            nodePressureAddr.Cells(j, 1).value = EPANetInterface.getNodePressure(j) 
       Next j 
      For s = 1 To nodeCount 
      Cij.Cells(s, i).value = ActualAddr.Cells(s, 1).value 
      Next s 
      Next i 
      ReliabilityAddr.Cells(1, l).value = Cells(970, 27).value 
     'saving values in excel 
     Cells(savedRow1, savedcolumn) = Cells(970, 27).value  ' Centralized 
     savedRow1 = savedRow1 + 1 
      Next l 
     savedcolumn = savedcolumn + 1 
     savedRow1 = 861 
     CFinalValues(simCount, 1) = Cells(43, 65).value 
     CRRkvalues(simCount, 1) = Cells(42, 65).value 
     CRisk(simCount, 1) = Cells(48, 63).value 
   Decentralized 




For l = 1 To 31 
Cells(4, 6).value = l 
For k = 1 To selectedLinkCount 
Call EPANetInterface.setLinkStatus(linkIndexAddr.Cells(k, 1).value, 
StatusAddrdc.Cells(l, k).value) 
Call EPANetInterface.setLinkRoughness(linkIndexAddr.Cells(k, 1).value, Cells(1, 
20).value) 
Next k 
' step 2 ' 
For i = 1 To 24 
For m = 1 To nodeCount 
' Setting up the demand 
Call EPANetInterface.setNodeDemand(nodeIndexAddr.Cells(m, 1), TempData.Cells(m, 
i).value) 
ReqDemandAddr.Cells(m, 1).value = TempData.Cells(m, i).value 
Next m 
'run simulation 
      EPANetInterface.solve 
'read head values and store them to internal variables 
   For j = 1 To nodeCount 
       ' Store original diameters into the worksheet 
'        nodeAddr.Cells(j, 1).value = EPANetInterface.getNodeHead(j) 
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        nodePressureAddr.Cells(j, 1).value = EPANetInterface.getNodePressure(j) 
    Next j 
 ' store the values of Cij ' 
    For m = 1 To nodeCount 
     Cij.Cells(m, i).value = ActualAddr.Cells(m, 1).value 
    Next m 
     'step 3' 
     For m = 1 To nodeCount 
     smalldij.Cells(m, i).value = TempData.Cells(m, i).value * Cells(834, 4).value 
     If i = 1 Then 
     qij.Cells(m, i).value = Cells(3, 3).value * TempData.Cells(m, i).value 
     Else 
     qij.Cells(m, i).value = (qij.Cells(m, i - 1).value - sij.Cells(m, i - 1).value) + 
((sij.Cells(m, i - 1).value + rij.Cells(m, i - 1).value) * Cells(860, 4).value) 
     End If 
     sij.Cells(m, i).value = Application.WorksheetFunction.Min(qij.Cells(m, i).value, 
smalldij.Cells(m, i).value) 
     rij.Cells(m, i).value = Application.WorksheetFunction.Min(TempData.Cells(m, 
i).value - sij.Cells(m, i).value, Cij.Cells(m, i).value) 
    Next m 
   For j = 1 To nodeCount 
   '1.0' 
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     If Cij.Cells(j, i).value >= TempData.Cells(j, i).value Then 
          Tij.Cells(j, i).value = TempData.Cells(j, i).value 
          '2.0' 
           ElseIf (Cij.Cells(j, i).value >= (1 - Cells(834, 4).value) * TempData.Cells(j, 
i).value) And (qij.Cells(j, i).value >= smalldij.Cells(j, i).value) Then 
       Tij.Cells(j, i).value = TempData.Cells(j, i).value 
          '3.0' 
         ElseIf (Cij.Cells(j, i).value >= (1 - Cells(834, 4).value) * TempData.Cells(j, 
i).value) And ((Cij.Cells(j, i).value + qij.Cells(j, i).value) >= TempData.Cells(j, i).value) 
Then 
     Tij.Cells(j, i).value = TempData.Cells(j, i).value 
           '4.1' 
           ElseIf (Cij.Cells(j, i).value >= (1 - Cells(834, 4).value) * TempData.Cells(j, 
i).value) And ((Cij.Cells(j, i).value + qij.Cells(j, i).value) < TempData.Cells(j, i).value) 
Then 
     Tij.Cells(j, i).value = (qij.Cells(j, i).value * StatusAddrdc.Cells(l, j + 30).value) + 
Cij.Cells(j, i).value  '4.2' 
           ElseIf (Cij.Cells(j, i).value < (1 - Cells(834, 4).value) * TempData.Cells(j, 
i).value) And (qij.Cells(j, i).value < smalldij.Cells(j, i).value) Then 
 Tij.Cells(j, i).value = (qij.Cells(j, i).value * StatusAddrdc.Cells(l, j + 30).value) + 
Cij.Cells(j, i).value  '4.3' 
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           ElseIf (Cij.Cells(j, i).value < (1 - Cells(834, 4).value) * TempData.Cells(j, 
i).value) And (qij.Cells(j, i).value >= smalldij.Cells(j, i).value) Then 





RRkAddr.Cells(l, 1).value = Cells(969, 27).value 
'saving values in excel 
Cells(savedRow1, savedcolumn) = Cells(969, 27).value 
savedRow1 = savedRow1 + 1 
Next l 
   savedcolumn = savedcolumn + 1 
   FinalValues(simCount, 1) = Cells(800, 60).value 
   RRkvalues(simCount, 1) = Cells(803, 59).value 
   Percentagechange(simCount, 1) = Cells(50, 63).value 







EPANET Input File of Go-Yang Network in South Korea 
 
[TITLE]       
       
       
[JUNCTIONS]      
;ID               Elev         Demand       Pattern            
2 56.4 153                  ;   
3 53.8 70.5                  ;   
4 54.9 58.5                  ;   
5 56 75                  ;   
6 57 67.5                  ;   
7 53.9 63                  ;   
8 54.5 48                  ;   
9 57.9 42                  ;   
10 62.1 30                  ;   
11 62.8 42                  ;   
12 58.6 37.5                  ;   
13 59.3 37.5                  ;   
14 59.8 63                  ;   
15 59.2 445.5                  ;   
16 53.6 108                  ;   
17 54.8 79.5                  ;   
18 55.1 55.5                  ;   
19 54.2 118.5                  ;   
20 54.5 124.5                  ;   
21 62.9 31.5                  ;   
22 61.8 799.5                  ;   
23 56.4 0                  ;   
       
[RESERVOIRS]      
;ID               Head         Pattern             
1 71                  ;    
       
[TANKS]      
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;ID               Elevation    InitLevel    MinLevel     MaxLevel     Diameter     MinVol       VolCurve 
        
[PIPES]        
;ID               Node1            Node2            Length       Diameter     Roughness    
MinorLos
s    
Status 
2 2 3 124 152.4 100 0 Open   
3 3 4 118 101.6 100 0 Open   
4 4 5 81 101.6 100 0 Open   
5 5 6 134 76.2 100 0 Open   
6 6 12 135 76.2 100 0 Open   
7 12 15 202 76.2 100 0 Open   
8 2 22 135 76.2 100 0 Open   
9 2 21 170 76.2 100 0 Open   
10 21 22 113 76.2 100 0 Open   
11 22 20 335 76.2 100 0 Open   
12 20 19 115 76.2 100 0 Open   
13 19 2 345 76.2 100 0 Open   
14 19 17 114 76.2 100 0 Open   
15 3 16 103 76.2 100 0 Open   
16 16 17 261 76.2 100 0 Open   
17 17 18 72 76.2 100 0 Open   
18 18 7 373 76.2 100 0 Open   
19 7 3 98 76.2 100 0 Open   
20 7 8 110 76.2 100 0 Open   
21 8 4 98 76.2 100 0 Open   
22 8 9 246 76.2 100 0 Open   
23 5 11 174 76.2 100 0 Open   
24 11 10 102 76.2 100 0 Open   
25 10 6 92 101.6 100 0 Open   
26 6 9 100 76.2 100 0 Open   
27 10 13 130 76.2 100 0 Open   
28 13 12 90 76.2 100 0 Open   
29 13 14 185 76.2 100 0 Open   
30 14 15 90 76.2 100 0 Open   
1 23 2 165 203.2 100 0 Open   
       
[PUMPS]      
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;ID               Node1            Node2            Parameters   
31 1 23 POWER 4.52 ;   
       
[VALVES]      
;ID               Node1            Node2            Diameter     Type Setting      MinorLoss    
       
[TAGS]       
       
[DEMANDS]      
;Junctio
n         
Demand       Pattern          Category 
   
       
[STATUS]      
;ID               Status/Setting     
       
[PATTERNS]      
;ID               Multipliers     
       
[CURVES]      
;ID               X-Value      Y-Value     
       
[CONTROLS]      
       
       
       
       
[RULE]       
       
       
       
       
       
[ENERGY]      
 Global 
Efficien
cy   
75 
     
 Global 
Price        
0 





Charge       
0 
     
       
[EMITTERS]      
;Junctio
n         
Coefficient 
    
       
[QUALITY]      
;Node             InitQual      
       
[SOURCES]      
;Node             Type         Quality      Pattern    
       
[REACTIONS]      
;Type      
Pipe/Tan
k        
Coefficient 
   
       
       
[REACTIONS]      
 Order Bulk             1     
 Order Tank             1     
 Order Wall             1     
 Global Bulk            0     
 Global Wall            0     
 Limiting Potential     0     
 Roughness Correlation 0     
       
[MIXING]      
;Tank             Model      
       
[TIMES
]       
 Duration             0:00     
 Hydraulic Timestep 1:00     
 Quality Timestep     0:05     
 Pattern Timestep    1:00     
 Pattern Start        0:00     
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 Report Timestep     1:00     
 Report Start         0:00     
 Start ClockTime     
12:00 
AM     
 Statistic            NONE     
       
[REPORT]      
 Status              No      
 
Summar
y             
No 
     
 Page                0      
       
[OPTIONS]      
 Units                CMD     
 Headloss             H-W     
 Specific Gravity     1     
 Viscosity            1     
 Trials               40     
 Accuracy             0.001     
 CHECKFREQ           2     
 MAXCHECK            10     
 DAMPLIMIT           0     
 Unbalanced           Continue 10    
 Pattern              1     
 Demand Multiplier   1     
 Emitter Exponent    0.5     
 Quality              None mg/L    
 Diffusivity          1     
 Tolerance            0.01     
       
[COORDINATES]      
;Node             X-Coord          Y-Coord     
2 3000 6000     
3 3000 5000     
4 4000 5000     
5 5000 5000     
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6 6500 5000     
7 3000 4000     
8 4000 4000     
9 6500 4000     
10 6500 6000     
11 6500 7000     
12 7500 5000     
13 7500 6000     
14 8500 6000     
15 8500 5000     
16 2150 4500     
17 1300 5000     
18 1300 4000     
19 1300 6000     
20 1300 7000     
21 4296.6 7000     
22 3000 7000     
23 3788.1 5542.37     
1 4500 6000     
       
[VERTICES]      
;Link             X-Coord          Y-Coord     
       
[LABELS]      
;X-Coord           Y-Coord      Label & Anchor Node   
       
[BACKDROP]      
 
DIMEN
SIONS      
0 0 10000 10000 
  
 UNITS           None      
 FILE                 
 
OFFSE
T          
0 0 
    
       
[END]       
  
